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The PASSYS Method for Testing Passive
Solar Components

H. A. L. VAN DIJK
G. P. VAN DER LINDEN+

One ol tlrc mujor gouls o[ the CEC PISSIS research project (1936-1992) is rlrc deuelopment of
,u,r,r,inu trrt prorîrturrr'for the thermal ancl solar charoclerizalion of building componenls testcd

Prelininary results are presen led.

TERMS AND SYMBOLS

-{ : area (m2)

C: ovelall heat capacity (J/K)
G: incident solar radiation intensity (W m')
11 : overall conductance (WiK)

.q: total solar energy transmittance (-)
P: power (W)
q: heat flux (W)
R: heat resistance (mrK/W)
U '. heat transmission coefficient (Wi m:K)

Indices
cal: calibration wall
calc: calculated
co: cooling
e: external
he: heating
meas: measured
sr: servlce room
tr: test room
s,e: external test room surlace

PSC: test component

Terms and syntbols relatetl to the test cells

Calibration wall : a thick opaque insulation panel replac-

ing the component, lor calibration of the test cell;
Test component: a construction element placed in the

test cell opening;
((JA)n.sum of steady state overall thermal transmission

coefficients between test room and outdoor surfaces

ol roof, floor, East and West wall of the test room;
including edge effect at the connection of the cali-

bration wall to the cell. (Wi K)
(Uã ),,.. steady state overall thermal transmission

*TNO Buitding and Construction Research, P.O. Box 29'

2600 AA Delft. The Netherl¡¡nds

coefficient of the partition between the test room and

the service room. ('W/K)
(UA)o* steady state overall thermal transmission

coefficient of the test component. (W/K)
NB: in general a (computationally estimated) cor-

rection will be needed for the difference in edge effect

between the test room with calibration wall and the

test room with test component.
(gA)o*steady state overall solar transmittance, or total

solar heat gain factor of the test component; defi-

nition: ratio of heat entering the test cell caused by

solar radiation on the component, divided by the inten-

sity of incident solar radiation on the component. (m2)

C.I,. internal test room heat capacity: the amount of heat

which goes into the test room envelope as a result ofa
change from one steady state situation to the same

steady state situation except for the indoor tem-

perature being raised by I K. (MJ/K)
Cd. external test room heat capacity: the amount of heat

which goes into the test room-envelope as a result of
a change lrom one steady state situation to the same

steady state situation except for the outdoor tem-

perature being raised by I K. (MJ/K)
CIo* internal component heat capacity: the amount of

ireat which goes into the component as a result of a

change lrom one steady state situation to the same

steady state situation except lor the indoor tem-

perature being raised by I K. (MJ/K)
CEo* idem, external. (MJ/K)
Cd.... similarly for the partition to service room. (MJ/K)
c4..,. (MUK)
etha6 gain utilization lactor; that part of the long term

average (e.g. monthlY) solar a
which results in a reduction of heating power. (-)

I. INTRODUCTION

THE European Commission started the PASSYS

research project in 1986 with the aim of developing com-

ll5
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lnon passi\ c solar tt'stiug ¿lnd caictll¿it¡oll proucdurcs'

More cxteusil'e inft¡t'nlul.iotr on the PASS\ S pro.icct crrtr

be lound in the articlc by Woute rs Il].
The dcvclopmenI rra ¿l test n]t}thod lor trbtaining thc

thermal anct soiar pro¡rertics ol'building conlponcn[s ls

onc of thc nritjol ulnrs of thc P¡\SSYS t'esclrch project'

Within PASSYS. highly stirnclardizcd tcst cells itre

used [o provicle a rc-alistic blrt readil¡ controllrble

conlìgurablr: tcst envitònlnent. A descriptitrn ol' the test

cells and lhc comtnotl PASSYS equipment lnd irrstrtt-

mentation is given in Il]. The development ola cohert'nt

and affordablc set olconìnlotr European lest procedttres

is the responsibility- oi the SubgroLrp Test Mcthodologies

(TME), currcntly led bY TNO.

description ol the tlevelopment and comparison of
different types of test methods and the choice of a corn-

mon approach: parirmeter identification (section 3)' The

chapter contiuues with a discussion of the development

and choice of mathematical models and software tools'

Section 4 deals with the test control strateg!'; the strategy

is aimed to obtain a maximum ol reliable information in

a minimum of test duration. A selection of preliminary

results is shorvn in section 5 : an example of the cali-

bration of the test cells, a test on a common relerence

wall for inter-laboratory comparison and a test on a rvall

with translucent insulation (TIM-wall). Also an example

is shown from the category ol"special tests", in this case

an experiment aimed to identify properties at a sub-

component levei. The evaluation of results is however

still in progress, which means that an update in the results

is to be expected betbre the end ol the project, March

t992.

2. PASSIVE SOLAR CHARACTERISTICS

The main characteristics of a passive solar component

are the heat loss coefficien r" (U A) and the total solar heat

gain lactor or solar transmittance (91)' Also important

are the heat accumulation in the component' e'g' ex-

pressed as some thermal capacity (C) and the thermal

coupling with the indoor environment.
Unlortunately the determination of these parameters

is a nontrivial task. One could say that the simplicity ol
a passive solar system is compensated b-v- the complexity

of the thermal processes involved : access to some of the

key heat transler mechanisms. such as lree convection

and transmission of solar radiation. is difficult'

Moreover, its performance will depend on the relative

area, the orientation and position' the building's thermal

mass, the presence ofconrpeting heat sources, and so on'

The principal task in any experiment is to isolate these

lactors and to understand both the perlormance of the

component alone and its interaction with the building

and its occupancY.
In particular it is the intention oIPASSYS to determine

parameters which can be associated with standardized

definitions in the building industry and ingredients lor
simplified design tools. The possible variability ol the

H. ,1. L. rttn Diik tttttl G' P. rut dt'r Littden

char¿rcleristics is onc of thc topics ol the investigations

in tltis rcspcct. For instancc sol¿lr transmittance bein-q a

tìnction of solar angle arrd hcirt transmission being a

function o l' tcl'nper¿lt ut'e.

Thc tinle intcglatccl cñtct of the dynamic interirction

betrveen thc South wall component and the room behind

nrav be replesented by thc gain utilization lactor, elha6'

This thctor is an indication tbr the part ol the sum ol the

lì'ce gains rvhich is utilized to dinrinish the heat dem¿nd'

H..wcvcr. allt(tchas only practical meaning ildefined lor

rcalistic incloor (and outdoor) temperature and heat florv

patterns. Later on (section 3.3) a procedure fbr obtaining

so-called'gain utilization curves' is described'

It can be concluclcd that in the development olsuitable

test proceclures lor passivc solar energy systems both the

expeìi-ental conditions ("hard*are") and the evalu-

rrtion ol thc test rcsLrlts ("soltware") are of equal import-

ilnce,

3. DEVELOPMENT OF A COMMON TEST
METHOD

3.1 Clnice belvt'een dilferertl test tnethods

During PASSYS phase I (198ó-1990) different test

evaluation methods were tried and compared [2] on the

basis of preliminary tests and a series of simulated tests'

The methods ranged from simple steady state methods

to more sophisticated transient parameter identification

techniques. The methods can be categorized as:

ir"l'il'.."r".ed quantities over a

ingredients tbr solving the steady

state heat balance equations:

- (Ul)o*' (T,,- T.) + (g A)r,.' Gr," :

+(uA)r,.,' (r,,- r.,") + (uA)n"'(TÍ-T,,)- P¡"t P"o'

(l)

If ({JA),,..and ({lA),,.,,are obtained by calibration, equa-

tion (l) yields the values lor (UA)r"" and (9'4)0.", pro-

vided that tlvo or more measuring points are available

with sufficiently different conditions. The advantage of

constant of the order of two days, due to the high insu-

lation level; but also heavy weight and heavily insulated

components may have this kind of high inertia' Another

obvi,ous disadvantage is, that this method only yields the

steady state characteristics.

B. Integrated absolute nrcthod, n'ithfrst order correction

In this variant a frrst order thermal capacity is added to

the steady state equations as a first order correction for

transient effects: this means a term like :

C'(I(Ð -T(t-dt))ldt
is added to the eqtration (1) with C a frrst order approxi-

mation of the heat capacity. The quantity dr stands for

the time period ol integration (time step) between two
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successive measuring points. Oncc on this track. howcver.

the temptation is strong to add new terms to the cqua-

tions in ordcr to lurther reducc thc necessary period of
inl.egral.ion I it is then only a small step to a full dynamic

pâramcter identifìc¿rtion mcthod. see lulther on.

C. Trunsiettt comparotiue method

This mettrod requires two test cells: an identical seconcl

cell (relerence cell) with 'adiabatic' component is run in

pi¡rallel with the cell containing the actual component

under testl the indoor temperature in the refèrence cell

is kept equal to the temperature inside thc othel ccll by

controlled cooling and heating. In this way the heat fluxes

through the test ccll envelopes are equal at all instances.

The transient heat flow through the test component is

now simply the difference in power between the cells'

This is a very elegant principle: the obvious clrawback

is. that it requires trvo identical cells. The other major

drawback is: that the accuracy rnay be questionable: (a)

which is "the" indoor temperature that is to be kept

equal : the (somehow) weighted mean of air and surlace

temperatures; (b) how accurately can the power differ-

ence be measured, in particular in the case of combined

heating and cooling. The direct result of the comParative

method is still only a transient heat flow through the

component; this still has to be processed by an integrated

method or parameter identification in order to give the

required (transient and) steady state properties' For

instance with an integrated method:

- (UA)o*' (T,,- T.) + ( gA)r".' Gp".:

- (Pr,.-Pn....r) + (P".- P"..."r) (2)

with the variables integrated over a sufficiently long

period.

D. Transient absolute method: pat'ameter identfficatiort

With the parameter identification approach a transient

mathematical model of the test cell and component is

assumed: in an iterative process, with the aid oIcomputer
techniques. the set of parameter values for the model is

lound (identified), which gives the best agreement

between measurements and model calculations (see Fig.

1) ; the parameters comprise the steady state and dynamic

test cell and component characteristics. The parameter

identification technique has characteristics in common

with linear regression analysis. In regression analysis,

however, the set of pararneters (coefficients) of the model

(equation) is lound by an analytical calculation
procedure. If the model is more complex or non-linear

the parameters can only be obtained by an iterative pro-

cess as illustrated in Fig. l. The method is particularly

suited to operate under dynamic test conditions, which

is a great advantage, because ol the varying outdoor
conditions and the large inertia ol the test cell and many

components (e.g. mass walls).

At the beginning of PASSYS phase II (1990-1992) the

parameter identification principle has been chosen as the

test principle which is the most promising with regard to
accuracy, application range and cost effectiveness.

o.k.

Fig. l. The parameter identification principle.

3.2 P arame t e r identif c a t ion

3.2.1 Introduction. 
^ft$ 

the choice of the parameter

identification principle the investigations began to locus

on the choice ol a suitable model, identification software

tool and necessary post processing routines ([4]).

3.2.2 Model o.f ¡est cell and componerl¡. The choice of an

adequate d1'namic mathematical model of test cell and

component is one of the major points of attention' The

main requirements are:

-the model should contain identifiable parameters

which can be translated into the required transient and

steady state thermal characteristics, like U-value, g-

value, time constants; the result must be sufficiently

accurate and precise;

-the model should be capable of reproducing the

dynamic behaviour of the system with sufficient accu-

racy.
Sufficient accuracy means thal the discrepancy between

measurement and calculation (the so-called residual)

should only consist of noise originating from measure-

merrt errors: the contribution by "noise" resulting from

an inadequate model should be negligible.
A lumped parameter model is chosen as a type of

model which is capable of lulfilling these requirements'

Figure 2 shorvs-as an RC-network-the currently used

configuration of the model : the upper string represents

the test room envelope; the middle string the partition

with service room; the bottom string represents the com-

ponent.
One should realize that the identification of the large

number of parameters shown in the model does not mean

that each individual parameter necessarily has a physical

meaning. The parts ol the RC-network between the mea-

sured outdoor and measured indoor environments are

actually 'black box' models. The individual values are

only needed to obtain an adequate dynamic behaviour;

see also 3.3.
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Also other types of models are being considered, in the
category of more general (less tailor-made) mathematical
descriptions. These may have advantages with respect to
"efficiency": smaller number of parameters or'nodes'in
the model, and/or with respect to "ffexibility": being
capable of dealing with a wide variety of components.
On the other hand: with a less tailor-made model it will
be more difficult to anticipate in the model the expected
occurrence of specific non-linear effects.

An example of the iteration process is given in Fig. 3 ;

the output variable is the indoor temperature. This ûgure
shows how the initially guessed temperature (marked
with ITI) is strongly deviating lrom the measured one;
the curves marked with IT2 and IT3 show the gradual
improvement alter a number o[ iteration steps. In this
example, by the way, the curve IT3 is the 'best fit' curve.
The tgure clearly reveals that there is still room for
improvement in the model.

3.2.3 Multi-output and the modelling of the indoor enuiron-
menl.The test room temperature is usually appointed as
output variable; but-if available-other variables may
also be chosen, like the output of a heat flux sensor
applied on a homogeneous wall ; input variables are
outdoor temperture, solar radiation, heating power,
etcetera.

One of the options which is used to optimize the accu-
racy olthe test results is to utilize more of the inlormation

ArtrlGp".

ll Ttr..i,

Y<

26 X9
A hfrg rf,
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contained in the test results. For instance br using both
the indoor air and the indoor mean surlace temperatures
as two output variables; this means that the identification
process aims to obtain a minimum deviation for both
output variables simultaneously.

Moreover. if the indoor temperature is defined as the
mean air temperature a systematic error is made. A small
portion of the heat losses and gains occur outside tbe
scope ol the heat balance around the indoor air fem-
perature. A full explanation can be lound in [3].

These errors can be largely reduced by adopting the
surlace temperatures as explicit elements in rhe heat bal-
ance.

3.2.4 Softrat'e fools .for paranteter i.dentifiL'atiol. Par-
ameter idcntification requires not only a model of the
system, but also a software tool l'hich carries out the
iterative identification process to produce the set of par-
ameters and the statistical inlormarion on the reliabilin,.

The computer code MRQT, developed ar TNO. has
been preliminarily selected as a common identification
tool. This makes it possible for all participaring counrries
"to speak the samc language" u.hile the research con-
tlnues.

With MRQT it is very easy to identily the parameters
of various tlpes olmodels, by simpl¡r linking them to rhe
main parameter identification proeram. This makes it
easier to comparc the benefits and disadvantaqes ofeither
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Fig.2. The currently used lumped parameter rnodel oltest cell and component
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Fig. 3. Illustration olthe parameter identification process.
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a lumped parameter model of the test cell and compon-
ent, or a more general mathematical description, within
the same software environment. Within pASSyS the
package is being further improved.

Great attention is paid to error analysis, particularly
the statistical and physical evaluation ofthe reliability of
the test data and the characteristics derived from the
test. With the help of simulated and real test series it is
investigated whether an already available, more
advanced computer package, CTLSM from the Uni-
versity of Denmark, would lead to better results in terms
of accuracy or reliability. This package is capable of
identilying noise terms in the model (stochastic instead
of deterministic model).

In the selection of the most appropriate software pack-
age secondary criteria are the user friendliness, required
computer run time, memory size and machine depen-
dency.

Post processing sofltware routines have been developed
by CIEMAT (Spain) and rhe University of Denmark for
the statistical evaluation of the so-called residuals, the
discrepancies between the measurement and model out-
put after identification olthe optimum set of parameters.

The aim is to find 'objective' criteria to decide about
the adequacy of the chosen model andior test data.

These techniques are being tried out at the time ol
writing this article.

3.3 Et,aluation of test results
The derivation ofthe physical characteristics from the

identified parameters of the model is a straightforward
procedure, as far as the steady state thermal and solar
properties are concerned . the (UA)-values are derived
from the sum ol resisrances of the three strings ; the ( g A)-
values from the steady state calculation of the dis-
tribution of absorbed solar heat jn the network. Similarly
the (C1)- and (CE)-values are easily obtained b¡, writing
out the steady state equations which are represented by
the .RC-network.

Together with the test cellicomponent model, a special
routine is linked to MRQT which contains these deri-

90

vations. MRQT then provides the values of and the cor-
relation between the physical quantities.

As mentioned in section 2, tbe gain utilization factor,
ethao, is a special characteristic, because this quantity
has only practical meaning if defined for realistic indoor
(and outdoor) temperature and heat flow patterns. The
gain utilization factor is commonly characterized as a
function of the inertia of the room and the ratio between
sum of gains and the thermal load (heat losses). An
example is shown in Fig. 4. Such gain utilization curve
can be obtained by using the model with identified par-
ameters in a simulation on standard weather conditions
and indoor conditions which are typical for a real situ-
ation in a building. as illustrated in Fig. 5.

A special point of attention in this respect is: how to
extrapolate to other types of rooms; in other words : how
to separate the transient characteristics ofthe component
and the characteristics of the test room.

3.4 Otlrcr types of tests
TNO developed and built the movable cold box (see

Fig. 6) as an additional provision to the test facility in

86

2

aa

012
GLR

Fig. 4 Exanrple of a gain utilization curve as function of the
gain-load ratio (GLR) of a room.
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Fig. 5. Possible procedure to derire gain utilizarion curves lrom
a test, using the identified model ol lest celi and component.

The Netherlands. This cold box can (remporarily.) be
placed over the outdoor lacing side of the component
to obtain dark outdoor conditions (lorv temperature,
constant wind speed) to measure the thermal trans-
mission properties of the component like the ( Ul )-r'alue.
This addition thus converts the cell into a flexible 'hot
box' arrangement. Experimental results on components
tested within PASSYS will be available by the end of
199 1 . Other participants experiment with the use ol shad-
ing screens to obtain a larger variation in incident solar
radiation. Moreover. experiments are under preparation
to use the test cells for providing information on items
like internal and surface condensation under real outdoor
conclitions. thennal blidges. etcetera.

4. TEST CONTROL STRATEGY

4.1 Requirements
Parameter identification allorvs the tL-st to be carried

out under dvnarnìc conditions. For the sready state prop-

-+

Fig (r Thr'movablc coldbox d!-\!-lopr.d at TÌ\O ilì lront of one

erljes the main requirement is that therc is sufËcicnt tcm-
pcralure variation in the lowest lrequenc¡, range. 'l-owest
lrequency range' means slower than a lew times the largest
time constant ol the cell and component. 'Suffìcient'
means that a tcmperature diflerence should occru. that is
much .larger than the uncertainty in indoor and outdoot.
temperature. This uncertaintv consists not only of the
t1rca,çurenlent error (of the order ol 0.1 K), but also of
whaL could be called a n¡otlel error.The model assumes a
uniform indoor and outdoor environmental temperature,
while the real physical outdoor and indoor temperatul.cs
are usuall), more complex: the outdoor temperatrlre
wl'rich governs the heat loss through the componcnt is a
mixture of sk-v. ground and (local . , .) air telnperature;
the indoor temperature whicli governs the transmission
heat loss is a mixture of sullace and air temperatures.
The model error can easily be of the order of I K.

Furthermore, correlation between temperature and
solar radiation should be minimized: if the indoor-out-
door temperature difference and the incident solar radi-
ation are correlated, it is not possible to get a clear sep-
aration between the heat loss, governed by the
temperature difference and the solar gain. governed by
the radiation intensity. Both requirenrents can be met at
the same time by a test which contains a sufficiently long
period (feu' days) with high power in the test room and
a period ol similar length with low power. with power
levels chosen to yield a temperature variation ofthe order
of 20 K.

For the d¡,namic characteristics it is required that vari-
ations cover the range of frequencies corresponding with
the range of characteristic times of the system. In the case
of the test cell and component: for instance from 20
minutes to 50 hours (see 4.4).

Finally. because we want to isolate the component
characteristics flon.r the heat balance in the test cell, it is
necessary to carry out a calibratiou test on the test cell
u'ithout component (see 4.2).

The article by Wouters et al.l1l, contains a lull descrip-
tion of the measured variables.

4.2 Calibration
The actual tests are preceded by a calibration of the

test cell, using an opaque insulation in the test cell
opening. \À¡ith this u'all. a lull rest sequence olheating or
cooling (see under'Test control strategy') is carried out.
Pararneter identification npplied on a model of the test
room yields the pararreters ol the test room envelope
and partition to servicc room. The calibration wall is
eliminated liom the model bv replacing this part of'the
model b1, the outpu t from a heat flux sensor on the indoor
lacing surlace of the calibration wall.

During tbe evaluation of the actual test the parameters
in the model representing the test room envelope and the
partition to service room are held constant.

One of the topics u'hich requires carelul consideration
rvhen analr sing test rc-sults is whether the interaction
between component and test room may cornplicate the
c'valuation.

1.3 Pover or tcntp?t eturc setpoints
Diffelent powel levels ale necded to obtain the

intendcd eflèct on the test room temperature. There is a

-t
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Fig. 7. The dynamic part of the control stratcgy

choice between power or temperature setpoints. In case

of power setpoints, changes in the setpoint lead to less

rapid response of the system than in case of temperature
setpoints.

On the other hand, a thermostat control may lead to
a biased identifrcation of the dynamic characteristics,
due to the interaction (feedback) of the dynamics of
the heating or cooling system and test celllcomponent
dynamics.

For this reason power control instead of temperature
control is chosen whenever possible, despite a number of
control disadvantages.

4.4 Dy4a7¡7¡ç part: ROLBS scheme
The identifrcation of the dynamic characteristics

benefits from a dynamic power control in the test room.
The dynamic power sequence is an 'on/off' sequence

organized in such a way that it covers the whole band of
relevant lrequencies; to this extent the lengths ofthe'on'
and 'off' periods are chosen at (logarithmically) equal
intervals and shuffed in a quasi random order (ROLBS
sequence: randomly ordered log. distributed binary
sequence, see Fig. 7).

4.5 Specifications for the rest sequence
All elements mentioned above have been combined

into the test sequence, described below.
The test consists ol 4 parts with total length 8 weeks

preceded by one week initialization. A schematic view on
the procedure is given in Fig. 8. Successively the lollowing
parts can be defined:

part 0, 1 week. initialization at constant test room
temperature;

parT 1,2 weeks. minimum power ;

pafi 2,2 weeks, high po\{er;
parf 3,2 weeks, moderate power;
parl 4, 2 weeks, dynamic power.

In this research phase ol the project the long test dur-
ation is accepted, to get a maximunr of information lrom
the test. Each part and each change lrom one part to the
other adds new infonnation, such as on the heat loss

characteristics, heat gain, heat accttmulation, tem-
perature effects (characteristics at diflerent temperature
levels), temperature decay, etcetera.

Wccks

Fig. I Schematic view on the common research test control
strategy.

When more test experience is availablc. in a later stage,

the length of the test will be reconsidered, in particular
lor more commercial types of testing.

5. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS

5.1 Introductíon
After pedods with experimental tests, aimed at

developing the test strategy and trying out different test
evaluation methods, results are now being acquired
which can be used lor detailed quantitative analysis.

The results ol these tests have not yet been analysed
in full detail; for instance, they require more refrned
'postprocessing' actions like pre-filtering ol data, com-
ponent edge corrections, identification with a better
'tuned' model. statistical analysis of the reliability of the
identified parameters and residual analysis. Therefore the
results should be regarded as preliminary only.

5.2 Exantple of calibration
Figure 9 shows the result of a calibration test (test

cell 2. TNO). Clearly visible are deviations between the
measured test room temperature and the best fit model
result. This test is now being analysed in tnot'e detail as

an example ofa test which requires careful postprocessing

belole the result can be accepted.

5.3 Exantple o.f a contponent tesl . a TIM¡çall
In contrast with this. Fig. 10 shows a result obtained

from a test on a transparently insulatecl wall (TIM-wall)
in which the directly measured heat ffux was taken as the
output variable lor identification ([5]. [ó]). The agree-

ment between test and model output is ver\' -eood herc:
the curves can be distinguished only at incidental
moments. A nrore detailed finite differencc- model was

used then the model given by the lou'er part shown on
Fig. 3 Unlortunately the uall perlornrancc in tcrms ol
U- and .r7-values was less than expected, due to flaws in
the u,all's construction.

5.4 Example of identificatiott on a suh-cotilpo,tenr IeL\el

Figurc I I shows the result ola differcnt application ol
the paranreter identification technique. In this case local

0
2 0 9
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surface heat flux and surlace plus internal temperature
measurements on the opaque part of the lightweight
reference wall (test site: WTCB, Belgium) have been
used as inputs and output for the identification. The aim

H. A. L. r,tut Dijk and G. P. uan der Linden

280 300 320

Time (days)

Fig 9. Example of a calibration result.

270

340

was to try to identify the transient and steady state ther-
mal properties of the construction (conductivity and
capacity).

The identified characteristics were very close to the
theoretical values.

Figure 1l shows the measured internal and external
surface temperatures. In Fig. 12 the measured and cal-
culated temperature at a position behind a l3 mm ply-
wood cover are presented; the calculated value is the
result of identification with the internal surface tem-
perature and heat flux as input variables. Again the good
agreement leads to coinciding curves in the figure. The
identiûed plywood characteristics, compared with the
theoretical values, are :

identified: theory :

conductivity: 0.10 0.1 W/mK
internal capacity: 0.011 0.0091 MJ/K

5.5 Example of a reference wall test

Finally, Figs 13-18 show preliminary results from a

test on the so-called PASSYS lightweight reference wall.
a wall with double glazed window which is used as ref-
erence for all the test sites; see []. This test on identical
compönents at different sites under different climate con-
ditions will provide a unique possibility for investigating
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Fig. 10. Example ofmeasured and calculated heat flux through
a TIM-wall.
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Fig I I Example of identjfìcation on a (sub-)componenl level; measured internal and externaì surface
lemperatures on the opaquc part ol thc relerence wall.
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the possible variability ofthe characteristics, for instance
solar transmittance being a function of solar angle and
heat transmission being a function ol temperature. Figures
l3-15 show the main measured variables. The identi-
fication has been carried out with indoor air and mean
surface temperature as simultaneous output variables.

In Fig. 16 the measured and calculated indoor air
temperatures are presented; the mean surface tem-
perature follows a very similar course. Again the curves
for the measured and calculated temperatures coincide
due to the good agreement. The first few days are used
for initialization; the identification process ignores this
part of the test; for the actual test period the agreement
is quite good; except for a few isolated periods, around
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Fig. 12. Example of identiñcatron on a (sub-)component level ;
example ol measured and calculated output, in this case the

temperalure behind 13 mm plywood.
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day numbers 53 and 65 where a gap in the data has been
filled by interpolation. In the identification process such
periods are skipped. Figure I 7 shows a detail of the same
curves. Now it is clear that there is still a small but
systematic deviation between measured and calculated
temperature, which apparently could not be avoided by
the current lumped parameter model. Figure lg gives the
residuals lor the indoor air temperature, the discrepancy
between calculated and measured output. Analysis of
the frequency and auto-conelation characteristìcs ofthe
residuals is the next step, to give a clear indication in
which direction lurther improvements may be found.

Although more analysis is needed before the results
can be fully trusted, the preliminarily obtained results
are encouraging: the following characteristics have been
identified:

l2s

to the choice of parameter identification as the most
promising approach.

Both the parameter identification soltware and the
developed common test procedures are currently being
evaluated.

Preliminary results show that the CEC pASSyS test
cells in combination with these advanced test evaluation
techniques allow the extraction of the transient and
steady state characteristics of passive solar components
under real, dynamic outdoor conditions.

The facilities have proven to be capable ol dealing
with a variety of components as walls with solar blinds,
translucent insulation. sunspaces, etcetera.

The level of reliabilit¡' is the main topic of the current
investigation. At short notice, for instance. results will
become available from identical components tested at
different PASSYS sites.

How to deal with possible climatic influences on the
characteristics is another point of current attention.

The preliminary test results also show, that the lull
scale tests are very uselul to detect shortcomings in innov-
ative construction elements (e.g. TIM-walls), belore
application in occupied buildings.

Preliminar¡' results also indicate. that the use of
additional equipment and use of the test cells for other
types of tests may benefit greatly from the uniform Euro-
pean test environment. For example: U-value measure-
ments with cold box, investigation of condensation risk
under dynamic conditions, etcetera.

The parameter identification technique is expected to
be also a porverlul tool lor in situ measurements. This
could be one ol the 'spin off' results from pASSyS.
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Fig. 18. Preliminary result from a test on the lightweight reference wall; residuals of the indoor air
temperature.

test cell
7.74(UA)

kA)
CI 2.41 0.53

It should be emphasized that these are preliminarv
values without all the necessar)/ corrections and checks.
The theoretical steady state characteristics for the rel-
erence wall are: (UA): 5.2 (W/K) ; (SA) :0.9 (m2) I
the theoretical (UA).value, however, covers only the one-
dimensional heat loss: thermal bridges are not yet taken
into account.

6. CONCLUSIONS

One of the major goals of the CEC pASSyS research
pro-fect is the development of common test proceäures
for the thermal and solar characterization ol building
components tested in the PASSYS outdoor Lest cells.

Comparison of different test evaluation techniques led
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This contribution is one of three in this issue that reports the work ol the PASSYS project. It was written
in mid- 1991 . At that time, no lìnal results were available, either on the identification olthermal perlormance
parameters. or on the whole model validation experiments. At publication time. these anticipated results
have become available and have been reported in a series of documents from the PASSYS project. An
overview of the ñnal products, as well as information on how to obtain them. is given in the last issue ol
the 'PASSYS Newsletter' which is available on request lor no charge lronr the PASSYS Coordinator.
BBRI, Violetstraar 2l-23 1000 Brussels, Belgium.
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